DOBBINS HIGH SCHOOL CTE MONTH
and BLACK HISTORY MOMENT

DOBBINS CTE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
WOULD LIKE TO SHARE THIS CTE MONTH A BLACK HISTORY MOMENT
IF IT HAD NOT BEEN FOR THE PIONEER HUMAN COMPUTERS
THE OPPORTUNITIES IN THE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY FOR PEOPLE OF COLOR MIGHT NOT HAVE BEEN REALIZED!
DOBINS CTE BUSINESS STUDENTS
THE NEXT GENERATIONS OF HUMAN COMPUTERS

Business Competition

PITCHING THE BUSINESS PROGRAM

GRADUATES ON THE MOVE!
AND NOW FOR A BLACK HISTORY MOMENT BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE FLAME & STEEL, THE MIGHTY MUSTANGS
AGING OF COMPUTING

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

Cloud computing
PIONEERS - HUMAN COMPUTERS OF OUR PAST PAVED THE WAY

Katherine Johnson

Mary Jackson

Dorothy Vaughn
ANNETTE POLY WILLIAMS - Pioneer in Keypunch Computing Data Operations and Typist before going on to be a Legislative in Wisconsin; this machine used electromechanical relays and counters and introduce the era of data entry computing automation.

FROM MANUAL DATA COMPUTING TO AUTOMATION IN THE 1960’s –1970’s
PRESENT
AGE - INFORMATION COMPUTING
KEYBOARDING TO TOUCH TO THE CLOUD

EVELYN BOYD GRANVILLE

2ND African American Woman to earn a PhD in Mathematics; she went on to be a Computer Engineer and later a Professor of Information Technology.
Marian R Croak
Credited as a developer of Voice over IP creating most of methods and features that both improved its reliability and ushered in its nearly universal adoption.